UTVGiant 4 Door Door Inserts Installation Instructions:
Parts List:
4 Inserts
4 Small Triangles (2 for 1000, 2 for 900) (Throw away the ones you don’t use)
34 1/4-20 ½” Stainless Allen Head Bolts (we usually throw in a few extra)
34 ¼” Nuts
34 ¼” Washers
8 Insert Brackets, Labeled Driver #1-#4, Passenger #1-#4.
2 Small Triangle “Z” Brackets
4 Clear bubble stickers
1. Remove plastic skins from the four factory doors.
2. Install supplied brackets to factory doors using allen bolts and nuts, #1 bracket is the front, #2
towards the rear on the front door (position in 3rd slot), #3 and #4 on the rear doors, in order.
3. Replace factory plastic skins after all brackets are tightened and in place.
4. Install inserts to brackets using allen bolts and nuts. Leave them loose for now.
5. Align insert’s creases to factory doors and up as tight as possible to factory plastic, then when in
proper position, tighten allen heads. Repeat for the 3 other doors.
6. Loosen and adjust torx head bolts near factory hinges to adjust the door angle to dial-in fitment.
7. When satisfied the doors open and close smoothly and they're positioned properly, drill through lone
lower hole with a 3/16" drill bit. Install allen bolt with nut through hole.
7. Choose the 2 small triangles in the box that fit your RZR, (2 fit the 900, 2 fit the 1000).
8. Attach the "Z" brackets to the small triangles with allen bolts and nuts.
9. Clip on Z bracket on tubing and bolt on small triangles by removing and reinstalling cage bolt.
10. Use clear bubble stickers on lower front corner of inserts where they touch the body to prevent
rattles. Enjoy your new inserts!
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